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30	October	2018	–	Day	One	
A very wet start to the first Wrybill 21-day tour of the season.  Wiper blades were working overtime as we 
headed to the west coast, to the always impressive Australasian Gannet colony.  The cross-country drive 
paid off as we found ourselves looking at New Zealand Pipits in the rain showers.  Further north and our 
first highlight of the tour was a pair of Fairy Terns mating in front of us!  Further inland we found a pair of 
Australasian Little Grebes and after a very nice meal we set off to try and find our first kiwi of the tour.  A 
bit of searching and eventually had good looks at an adult male Northern Brown Kiwi feeding right in front 
of us.  A good day one. 

 

A Tui feeds in flax flowers 

 

31	October	2018	–	Day	Two	
After coffee in Kerikeri and Bob being reunited with his passport and wallet we hit the road south to Waipu.  
Great looks at New Zealand Dotterels and then onto a partially forest sanctuary where we found a distant 
South Island Takahe, North Island Saddleback, Whitehead and two Shining Cuckoos showed well as we left 
the reserve. 
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1	November	2018	–	Day	Three	
As we steamed out for our first pelagic of the tour we encountered our only Reef Heron.  The pelagic itself 
produced 5 New Zealand Storm Petrels, 1 Grey-faced Petrel, and our first albatross was a White-capped.  
Plus, a huge supporting cast of White-faced Storm Petrels, Fairy Prions, Cook’s Petrels, Flesh-footed 
Shearwaters, Buller’s Shearwater, Black Petrels, Common Diving Petrels and Fluttering Shearwaters.  A very 
windy rough day out on the Gulf but it had brought us a seabird feast!!  Feast might be the wrong word to 
choose, as some people lost their lunch. 

 

 

A Fairy Prion bounces across the water 
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A New Zealand Storm-petrel arcs across the waves 

 

2	November	2018	–	Day	Four	
One of the highlights of the tour is overnighting on Tiritiri Matangi and it did not disappoint.  The first birds 
seen were a pair of Kokako quickly followed by North Island Saddlebacks, North Island Robins, stunning 
Stitchbirds.  A bit of a bonus was a showy female Rifleman and the ever noisy Whiteheads.  After lunch we 
spent the afternoon looking at Fernbirds, Red-Crowned Parakeets, and awesome looks at a pair of Spotless 
Crakes.  Heading back to the bunkhouse we had a bit of luck in finding a pair of South Island Takahe with 
their fluffy black chick.  After my BBQ meal which didn’t give anyone food poisoning we went out to look 
for Little Spotted Kiwi to add to our list.  We encountered four individuals, the last one showing incredibly 
well, as well as a Little Blue Penguin coming ashore. 
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North Island Saddleback with food in its bill 

 

A female Bellbird pauses whilst feeding 
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A colourful mural on Tiritiri Matangi 

 

3	November	2018	–	Day	Five	
The next morning after an early breakfast and a bit of birding we left the island and headed south through 
Auckland to Miranda.  The tide was just right as we headed to the Reserve and we saw our first Wrybill, 
Pacific Golden Plovers, and the tiny Red-necked Stint.  Also, we found New Zealand Dotterels, Bar-tailed 
Godwits, Red Knots, Pied Stilts, and Royal Spoonbills.  Unusually there was at least 6 Brown Teal on the 
ponds and a fantastic fish and chip meal finished off a great day. 
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New Zealand Dotterel 

 

Some of the Gang 
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4	November	2018	–	Day	Six	
The night before I’d had a phone call from the skipper at Whitianga to say that the weather was going to be 
way too rough for our afternoon pelagic.  So, a quick reshuffle saw us heading south to Pureora but the 
high winds had followed us inland and made it hard work, but we still found Kaka, Yellow-crowned 
Parakeet, North Island Tomtit, North Island Robin, Whitehead, New Zealand Fantails and Rifleman. 

 

5	November	2018	–	Day	Seven	
In the van at 6am and at 6:08am we were watching a stunning female Blue Duck that sat up on a rock in 
front of us for the next 40 minutes.  Mega!  Onto the next site, and to our next new bird, a very showy 
Australasian Bittern that flew over our heads a couple times before landing on top of the reeds.  While 
watching the Bittern a skulky Fernbird gave itself up for great views plus New Zealand Dabchick, New 
Zealand Scaup, Black-billed Gulls… and all this before breakfast!  That afternoon we headed back to Pureora 
which paid off as we had mega looks at Yellow-crowned Parakeet and another Shining Cuckoo but failed to 
find Long-tailed Cuckoo or even hear one.  No sign of New Zealand Falcon. 

 

Early morning Blue Duck 
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6	November	2018	–	Day	Eight	
We arrived at a forest patch on our way to Hawkes Bay, and headed straight into the forest.  Just a few 
steps in we found a fantastic looking Kaka at very close range.  Deeper into the forest a large bird skipped 
over the path - what happened next was quite unbelievable - as we watched four adult Kokako display and 
interact with each other right above our heads for several minutes.  Surely that would be the highlight of 
the day?  Further down the trail, a brief call gave away the presence of a New Zealand Falcon and after a bit 
of searching we witnessed a pair of falcons mating right in front of us, quite incredible. 

Down to sunny Napier on the east coast where we met Sav and added a couple of waders to our growing 
list: Banded Dotterel and the tiny Black-fronted Dotterel.  Other great birds seen were two Plumed 
Whistling-Duck, Bar-tailed Godwits, Pacific Golden Plover and Ruddy Turnstones.  The day was finished off 
with a fantastic Thai meal, a great days birding. 

 

 

A New Zealand Falcon perched 
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One of the two long-staying Plumed Whistling-ducks seen in Napier 

7	November	2018	–	Day	Nine	
Before heading south, we enjoyed an hour or so back at yesterday’s wader hot spot which paid dividends as 
we found a pair of Sharp-tailed Sandpipers and a brief view of an Australasian Bittern.  We arrived at 
Foxton Beach and set up the scopes up on Red Knots, Wrybill and more Bar-tailed Godwits. 

8	November	2018	–	Day	Ten	
Before catching the ferry to the South Island we headed back to Foxton Beach where the tide was coming 
in, pushing all the birds towards us.  Bar-tailed Godwits, Red Knot, Pacific Golden Plover, Banded Dotterels 
plus two Wrybill - always a firm favourite.  Scopes and bins searched every movement and we soon found a 
new bird for the tour - a Curlew Sandpiper was focused on - what a little gem!  A dash of white to the right 
moved out of the flooding creek which was a very showy Little Egret - awesome, not a very common bird in 
New Zealand.  Onto SH1 south to New Zealand’s capital, windy Wellington with a brief stop at some sewage 
works to see more Black-fronted Dotterels, Australasian Shoveler and New Zealand Scaup.  On the ferry 
across to Picton, wow it was blowy as we crossed the Cook Strait.  Quite a few birds were seen; our first 
Salvin’s Albatross, several White-capped Albatross plus plenty of Fluttering Shearwaters and quite a few 
Sooty Shearwaters.  As we entered the Marlborough Sounds the wind dropped and we had our first good 
looks at Spotted Shags, and our first Arctic Skua.  We witnessed a small pod of Dusky Dolphins join the bow 
of the ferry to welcome us to the South Island. 
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Little egret putting on a show 

 

9	November	2018	–	Day	Eleven	
Today was all about the weather, and the weather was sh*t!  In Picton we awoke to very heavy rain and 
high winds which would play havoc with us all day.  Undeterred and wet weather gear on, we headed back 
out to the Sounds.  Within a short time we had great views of 6 King Shags sitting on high rocks - mega - 
and even better looks at more Spotted Shags. Then onto a small island where a pair of very soggy looking 
Weka greeted us.  The next couple of hours were spent looking for Orange-fronted Parakeet in very wet 
and windy conditions.  We left the island without our prize.  The weather had beaten us - my first time 
dipping on this endemic whilst on tour.  Bugger!  Eventually back on the boat we headed back into Picton 
where hot coffee and pies consoled us, and we hit the road south.  Next, we found new birds for the list in 
the shape of a least 5 Glossy Ibis in amongst a Royal Spoonbill breeding colony.  We could not find the Cirl 
Buntings that hang around in the area, probably like us they were trying to hide from the wind and rain.  
Can’t blame them!  As we headed south the wiper blades on the van had yet another workout.  A brief stop 
at a small lake paid off as Mike and myself found one of the Hoary-headed Grebes swimming around in 
front of us, along with the larger and stunning looking Australasian Crested Grebes.  Another stop just north 
of Kaikoura on the newly reopened road we witnessed hundreds of Hutton's Shearwaters flying past the 
headland joined by a couple of larger Northern Giant Petrels and it was great to see and smell lots of New 
Zealand Fur Seals back on the rocks below us.  Straight into the Kaikoura motel, we put the heaters on full 
blast to dry out boots, jackets and trousers as we enjoyed hot showers.  A nice pub meal and cold pint 
helped put that wet day behind us. 
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10	November	2018	–	Day	Twelve	
Yay, blue skies greeted us the next morning and it was great to be back in Kaikoura.  First stop was the 
esplanade with better views of New Zealand Fur seals and a few Banded Dotterels running around the 
beach.  Up into some paddocks to search for Cirl Buntings, but we had no joy.  The main reason to be in 
Kaikoura is for the pelagics and they (we all ended up doing two) did not disappoint.  Our haul for both trips 
was fantastic: New Zealand Wandering Albatross, Northern & Southern Royal Albatross, Salvin's & White-
capped Albatross and a lone Black-browed Albatross; always great to see White-chinned and Westland 
Petrels together; the always argumentative Northern Giant Petrels, Cape Petrels and the local Hutton’s 
Shearwaters, a single Buller's Shearwater, a couple of Grey-faced Petrels (bonus!) not forgetting the Arctic 
Skua and a playful pod of Dusky Dolphins!  Last but not least it’s always great spending time with the 
legend that is skipper Gary ‘Gazza’ Melville!  It wasn't all seabirds for Kaikoura though, we also saw our first 
Brown Creeper/Pipipi in the local bush and found a very showy Little Owl.  The big storm the day before 
tripped us up - a bridge into Arthur's Pass, our next destination - had collapsed and washed away.  There 
was no chance of spending the night in the Southern Alps so once again Sav worked his magic behind the 
scenes and a detour and new accommodation was sorted swiftly, cheers mate. 

 

 

New Zealand Wandering Albatross on the water 
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Northern Giant Petrel on the water 

 

11	November	2018	–	Day	Thirteen	
Up bright and early for a second attempt to find Cirl Bunting but over an hour later still no joy.  It was time 
to leave Kaikoura and drive the detour through the majestic Lewis Pass down to the West Coast.  We 
stopped to watch a large flock of feeding Black-billed Gulls and then headed to Punakaiki and the Pancake 
Rocks.  Nesting Red-billed Gulls, dainty White-fronted Terns, Western Weka, and splendid Tui fed on the 
flax… watched by lots of tourists!  A great hotel meal finished off the day. 

12	November	2018	–	Day	Fourteen	
Heading south on the West Coast the first stop was at a sewage ponds - well it is a birding tour!  New 
Zealand Scaup, Pacific Black Duck and Australasian Shoveler were seen.  Further south, more roadside 
birding provided our first Great Egret as it tried (unsuccessfully) to devour a large eel from the creek.  
Another four Great Egrets were seen as we headed south.  After lunch we walked a bush trail and added 
another new bird to our tour list - a singing South Island Robin above our heads.  Further down the trail we 
had great views of South Island Tomtit and that night we went out to search for our third kiwi species.  We 
met Mike from Ian Cooper's Okarito Kiwi Tours, who after a short wait found us two male kiwis fighting 
each other.  Sticks cracking and bushes moving around, snorting and growling, thuds of powerful kicks 
being landed it sounded like a doozy of a fight.  Needless to say, Okarito Kiwi, the rarest kiwi, joined the list. 
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13	November	2018	–	Day	Fifteen	
After the late night we had an easy start and headed to Franz Josef Glacier to see the rapidly receding ice, 
and added Green Hood Orchid to our sightings.  Driving south through the stunning West Coast scenery 
next stop was a bush walk down to a secluded beach where we got our first glimpse of Fiordland Crested 
Penguins coming ashore, fantastic!  Beautiful Beech forest provided our first opportunity to find 
Yellowhead; they were calling some distance away but we had to make do with Brown Creeper, Yellow-
crowned Parakeet and fantastic views of Rifleman.  Great Indian curry finished the day. 

 

14	November	2018	–	Day	Sixteen	
5.58am our van rolled out of the motel (with us in it) as we had a big drive ahead of us and three target 
birds.  First stop at Cardrona Range to watch the sunrise which was breathtaking and then onto Te Anau 
where the van got a well earned drink, as did we.  Ours was a pie and coffee and then back for the final 
stretch of the Milford Road.  Blue skies, no wind, conditions were just right, would the star performer 
show?  But before the main performance we found our first target; our first Kea of the tour.  We’d have 
probably seen this species in Arthur’s Pass but due to the weather bomb this was our first opportunity.  We 
saw a pair sitting in a car park, unfortunately one of their favourite habitats these days.  Then back into the 
van to search for Rock Wren.  We set ourselves up for a long wait and after 15 minutes, no joy.  I went for a 
bit of a walk, still no joy, and Mike called me back as I looked to where Fran, Linda and Sandy, Ade, Bob and 
Steve were having lunch, there right in front of them was an unbelievably confiding Rock Wren that 
seemed to like the attention of the birding paparazzi.  Eating celebratory lunch bird number one 
reappeared on cue, the wonderful charismatic cheeky Kea gave better views in a more natural 
environment.  Fantastic to see the alpine parrot and Rock Wren together in stunning New Zealand scenery.  
After lunch a drive to Mlilford Sound for the stunning vistas then back on the road to Te Anau for target 
number three.  We had a leisurely hour sitting at the riverbank watching Black-fronted Tern hawk over the 
river.  That night as we ate dinner at the restaurant we agreed that Fiordland and its birds had delivered 
one of our favourite days on tour. 
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A curious Kea 

 

Stunning little Rock Wren 
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A Kea investigates modern technology 

 

A Black-fronted Tern flies past 
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15	November	2018	–	Day	Seventeen	
Homeward bound, well for me at least.  For everyone else, their first trip to Stewart Island.  Arriving at 
Bluff, bags checked in and across the Foveaux Strait we soon spotted our first Foveaux Shag along with 
hundreds of Common Diving Petrels and a single Hutton's Shearwater in amongst some Sooties.  After 
lunch, a short water taxi ride to Ulva Island with the aim of seeing our first South Island Saddleback and 
Yellowhead. 

First spotted was Stewart Island Robin and Red-crowned Parakeet and then we were treated to fantastic 
views of male and female South Island Saddleback feeding on a dead Rata tree finding juicy Weta to eat.  
Further up the path several Kaka were spotted and then a call that we'd heard a couple of days before near 
Haast grabbed our attention as we watched a pair of Yellowhead feed on the ground in front of us.  The 
three-hour walk on Ulva Island whizzed by as we found more Saddleback, Yellowhead, Brown Creeper and 
Stewart Island Weka.  That night we finished off a long day witnessing a very inquisitive female Southern 
Brown Kiwi walk up to us and continue to feed.  Later as we headed home a very large adult female kiwi 
popped out of the bush and walked down the path in front of us.  Everyone slept well that night. 

 

16	November	2018	–	Day	Eighteen	
Stewart Island can make or break a tour and our full day pelagic proved the former!  As they say down in 
these parts, there is boating weather and birding weather and today was birding weather.  Rolling seas, 
drizzle and reasonable wind provided us with 19 tubenosed seabirds.  But first we started with Fiordland 
Crested Penguins and then further on, two Yellow-eyed Penguins.  Next was a fantastic aerial display by 
three Southern Brown Skua.  Ian Wilson of Aurora Charters pointed the boat south towards Wreck Reef for 
our first chumming spot, the birds came thick and fast; Southern Royal Albatross, White-capped and 
Salvin's were first behind the boat followed by at least 20+ White-chinned Petrels, Sooty Shearwaters, 
Northern Giant Petrel and Cape Petrel were not too far behind.  A shout went up as the diminutive Grey-
backed Storm Petrel skipped into view.  After another five minutes, Wilson's Storm Petrel appeared.  Then 
our first Mottled Petrel appeared, this powerful Pterodroma whizzed past the boat showing all its ID 
features.  The whole group got onto it quickly, as on Ulva Island the day before we'd had the chance of 
sharpening our ID skills by finding a freshly dead Mottled Petrel on the beach.  It's good to get a lifer that is 
alive!  Finding a sheltered cove for a lunch break - not a bird in sight - and just like magic there was a 
Buller's Albatross sitting at the back of the boat by itself, a bird not easy to find at this time of year.  After 
lunch it was back onto the big seas and the wind picked up.  In amongst the growing numbers of White-
chinned Petrels a Westland Petrel was spotted.  Cook's Petrels were seen and more Mottled plus fantastic 
views of several Broad-billed Prions that flew in amongst Fairy Prions.  Always fantastic to see.  Searching 
carefully through Sooty Shearwaters a couple of Short-tailed Shearwaters were found.  Then our third 
stormie of the day appeared - a White-faced Storm Petrel found the boat.  We were about to head for 
home when our 8th albatross species of the tour flew into focus, the beautiful Campbell Albatross. As we 
headed into Halfmoon Bay feeling tired and damp, and some of us a bit queasy we tallied up our total 
having found 19 tubenosed seabirds and 3 penguin species, not a bad day at all.  During our time on 
Stewart Island we added 13 new species to the tour total.  Good old Stewart!! 
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A Salvin’s Albatross sweeps by 

 

A Cape Petrel with a White-capped Albatross in the background 
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17	November	2018	–	Day	Nineteen	
Shortly after the ferry left Stewart Island heading towards Bluff, we spotted a Fiordland Crested Penguin on 
the rocky shore, other birds on the crossing were lots of Common Diving petrels, Sooty Shearwaters a lone 
Cape petrel and Fairy Prion, a Brown Skua sitting on the water and a couple of White capped Albatross. 

A brief stop south of Invercargill was very rewarding, in amongst the Grey Teal and Black Swans we soon 
found five Australian Shelducks aka Chestnut breasted Shelduck. At least six of these vagrants have been in 
the area for while. We changed our view area and Bingo amongst the Australian Shovelers was an eye 
catching drake Northern Shoveler.  A bit of a mega in New Zealand.  Other birds on the lagoon were Pied 
Stilts and Royal Spoonbills.  We put a few miles under our belts as we drove through Southland to Otago.  
Our next stop was for lunch with a very relaxed female Sealion, our first of the tour.  Further up the coast 
we had an encounter with a rare Yellow-eyed Penguin coming ashore, next to a large breeding colony of 
Red-billed Gulls and White-fronted Terns, not forgetting the New Zealand Fur Seals.  Before we checked 
into our motel for the night we had enough time to add another endemic to list, with great looks at Otago 
Shags. 

 

 

A Hooker’s Sea Lion flicks sand over itself 
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A Yellow-eyed Penguin comes ashore for the evening 

 

18	November	2018	–	Day	Twenty	
Our final full day, and only one bird on our minds, as we left the coast and headed inland to Mackenzie 
Country and by 10:30am we had not one, but three mega Black Stilts on show.  Fantastic!  Our last endemic 
this mega rare wader gave fantastic views, a particular highlight for Linda, a bird she had always wanted to 
see and had waited 21-days in New Zealand to add it to her list.  As we watched them feed in a small pool, 
Black-billed Gulls whizzed overhead and dainty Black-fronted Terns flew past.  Lunch was spent with more 
Black Stilts at a different site where we were joined by Banded Dotterels with chicks, and at least two 
Wrybill. 

Unfortunately Mount Cook was hiding under a thick cloak of cloud.  Our next stop was outstanding as we 
arrived a male New Zealand Falcon flew over the van, and then we spent lots of time with two very showy 
first year Black Stilts and watched Black-fronted Terns hawking the river; the cameras got a good work out. 

As we sat in the pub for our final meal together snow-flakes floated past the window, we really had seen 
every possible type of weather on this trip! 
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The beautiful Black-fronted Tern in flight 

 

Ade photographs Black Stilts 
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Immature Black Stilt up close 
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19	November	2018	–	Day	Twenty-One	
Snow was all over the hills and mountains, fortunately the roads were clear, but the road to one site we 
wanted to go to was closed due to the weather.  Our chance of Chukar joining the list had gone.  I plugged 
Christchurch into the Satnav and we headed north, with just a brief stop to add Mute Swan to our list. 

We said our goodbyes to our new-found friends and exchanged email and phone numbers, the 21-day tour 
was over.  We had managed to find a respectable 154 species (and heard Morepork), had lots of laughs and 
fun and seen some incredible birds in some incredible locations. 

 

 

The Gang 


